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ABSTRACT Attribute-based encryption (ABE) is a useful tool for sharing an encrypted data to a target

group. In a ciphertext-policy ABE (CP-ABE) scheme, a ciphertext includes a policy to indicate its receivers

and only those receivers can correctly decrypt the ciphertext. Since this design leaks the receiver identity,

it may raise a new security issue about user privacy. Some hidden-policy ABE schemes, where the policy

is secretly protected, are proposed to keep user privacy. However, these hidden-policy ABE schemes rely

on the user trying all possibilities to decide if it belongs to the wanted receiver group. The decryption costs

too much and every potential receiver will run the decryption process in vain since it does not know the

policy. In this work, we apply the deniability concept to solve this problem. The encryption scheme allows

the sender to claim the ciphertext is for some receiver group while actually it is for another receiver group.

Both receiver groups can correctly decrypt the ciphertext except that the real group can get the real message

and the cover group will get the cover message.While coercion, the sender can definitely claim the ciphertext

is for the cover group and the real group is kept confidential.

INDEX TERMS Attribute-based encryption, deniable encryption, identity-based encryption.

I. INTRODUCTION

Encryption techniques are useful tools to protect data confi-

dentiality. Generally speaking, a sender and a receiver need to

share information before they can communicate securely. For

example, in a symmetric-encryption key scheme, the sender

and the receiver share the same key. For an asymmetric-

key encryption scheme, both the sender and the receiver

share a public system parameter and the receiver’s public

key where the public key delivery may be through a public

key infrastructure. Therefore, once a ciphertext is gener-

ated, the ciphertext is committed to a static message and a

receiver. If the ciphertext is intercepted by the authority, even

though the authority knows nothing about the key, it may have

the power to force both the sender and the receiver to open the

ciphertext.

To solve this problem, non-committing encryption [1]

and deniable encryption [2] have been proposed. These

two encryptions enable users to open an existing ciphertext
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belonging to the particular fake message. That is, the cipher-

text will not be committed to the actual message. Though this

kind of solution solves the message secrecy under coercion

issue, the receiver identity is public in the ciphertext and

may be possible to leak some important information. Take a

CP-ABE scheme as an example. The ciphertext of a CP-ABE

scheme includes an explicit access policy, so an attacker may

infer from the policy to get some receiver’s sensitive attributes

even if the ciphertext cannot be successfully decrypted. For

example, in a personal health record protected by a CP-ABE

scheme, the access policy may reveal sensitive information

like dentist, clinic and so on.

Some hidden CP-ABE (HCP-ABE) schemes were pro-

posed to solve this problem [3]–[7]. These schemes make the

attributes in the access policy unknown so there will be no

information leakage. The trade-off is that since no one can

learn the target receiver from the ciphertext directly, the user

needs to run the decryption process to check if it belongs to

the target receiver group. So the overall system cost increases

greatly. In this paper, we develop another approach which

is called deniable policy. The concept is motivated from
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steganography [8]. That is, we do not want to make the access

policy unknown. Instead, we want to make a fake policy to

cover the real policy.

Steganography is a technique to conceal a file, message,

image, or video within another file, message, image, or video,

and it is also called data hiding. In steganography, two kinds

of media are integrated to conceal data; the one contains a

hidden message is called the cover media while the hidden

message is called the stego media. Outsiders can only see the

cover media and are unaware of the existence of the hidden

media. This technique is often applied to digital rightmanage-

ment services because copyright owners want to embed their

signatures into their works without being noticed. Following

this concept, in this paper, we ask a similar question, is it pos-

sible to hide the real receiver identity under another cover

receiver identity in one ciphertext? That is, we wonder that

is it possible to create a ciphertext that looks like a ciphertext

for some claimed receivers but is actually for another receiver.

Fig.1 presents an example of steganography. Suppose

Alice wants to secretly share a file with her friend Charles.

If she simply encrypts the file and sends it to Charles, her

mother, who we use a police icon in Fig.1 to represent, may

ask her to decrypt the file. Moreover, Alice’s mother may

call Charles and ask him to reveal the content. To avoid this

case, Alice can apply steganography for encrypting the file.

Alice will first prepare two messages. One is an unimportant

message for Bob, and the other is an actual secret message for

Charles. Alice encrypts these two files and embeds Charles’s

ciphertext into Bob’s ciphertext. Alice puts the processed

ciphertext on a public channel and asks all her friends to

download the file. Only Bob and Charles can successfully

decrypt the ciphertext, but they derive different messages, one

is the cover message and the other is the real message. The

‘‘successful decryption’’ means that both Bob and Charles

can get meaningful messages, which are prepared by the

sender, after their decryption operations. When questioned

by her mother, Alice can claim the ciphertext is for Bob and

reveals the message sent to Bob. Bob can also be an honest

witness because he only knows what he received.

Even if Alice’s mother believes that there is something

hidden in the ciphertext, she cannot confirm which friend of

FIGURE 1. CP-ABE with policy deniability scenario.

Alice is the real receiver. Note that in this scenario, Alice does

not need to initially collude with Charles since her mother

cannot suspect Charles unless she suspects everyone.

In this paper, we develop a ciphertext-deniable-policy ABE

scheme (CDP-ABE) scheme which we do not call it deniable

CP-ABE scheme since this name has been used only for

data deniability. In a CDP-ABE scheme, a user prepares two

messages for two access policies respectively. For simplicity,

in this paper, we use the real policy and the real message

to represent the policy and the message which should keep

secret to outside coercers. We use the cover policy and the

cover message to represent the pair that can be opened to

outside coercers. Note that there is no receiver-deniability

issues since CDP-ABE conceals the real communication

targets.

Our CDP-ABE design applies the concept of multi-

distributional deniable encryption. Our CDP-ABE scheme

is composed of two sets of algorithms, including a nor-

mal encryption scheme and a deniable encryption scheme.

The normal-set encryption scheme encrypts one message for

one access policy, while the deniable-set encryption scheme

encrypts two messages for two different policies. The output

ciphertexts from both sets of algorithms are computationally

indistinguishable. Therefore, the sender can claim that the

ciphertext comes from the normal set and is for a particular

receiver group while actually the ciphertext is from the deni-

able set which implies that there is actually another receiver

group which can get different message from this ciphertext.

The outsider is not able to challenge the sender’s claims since

the ciphertexts from two algorithm sets are indistinguish-

able. Moreover, the receiver for the cover policy can also

be an innocent witness since it can successfully decrypt the

ciphertext.

In this paper, we construct a CDP-ABE scheme to protect

the access policy. Our contributions are listed as follows.

1) Policy Deniability. To the best of our knowledge,

we are the first group to consider the issue of policy

deniability, which is an important feature in deniable

ABE encryption. The proposed scheme has at least two

advantages over previous deniable encryption schemes.

First, because the access policy is covered, there is

no receiver-deniability issue since the outside coercer

will be misled to other receiver group. So, the sender

and the receiver do not need to concern about agree-

ment issues. Especially when there are lots of poten-

tial receivers, agreement with every member takes lots

of communication works. The second benefit is that

the scheme creates an innocent receiver group, who is

defined by the cover policy. The member in the cover

receiver group believes that the ciphertext is dedicated

for himself/herself and he/she can be the role as a wit-

ness to convince an outside coercer. Of course, there are

some works about anonymous broadcast encryption as

described in section II, and they have the similar benefit.

However, those schemes do not consider the coercion

issue.
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2) Different Messages Support. Our CDP-ABE supports

two different groups, where one is defined by the real

policy and the other is defined by the cover policy.

Undoubtedly, these two groups should derive two dif-

ferent messages from the same ciphertext or the real

message is released to the outsider. Therefore, our

CDP-ABE scheme forges not only the receiver policy

but also the message. When being coerced, the sender

can claim an existing ciphertext is a message for some

group while actually the ciphertext is another message

for another group.

3) Fake Key Consistency. Though there is no receiver-

deniability issue in our scheme, the powerful coercer

may force all service users to release their own keys.

In our design, the released key is valid for all ciphertexts

with the claimed access policies in these ciphertexts.

Our scheme supports one encryption environment for

many time uses. This is true for a normal key since the

key can be used to decrypt all ciphertexts which are for

the key owner. In our scheme, we ensure that the fake

key has the similar property. That is, when a deniable

service user releases its fake key, the key can be used to

decrypt all ciphertexts which are claimed for the user,

including normally encryption ciphertexts and deniably

encryption ciphertexts. As for the ciphertexts which are

intended for the user but claimed for others, the released

user-fake key looks irrelevant to these ciphertexts.

4) Different Deniable-Policy Size Support. In a

CDP-ABE scheme, there are two different policies,

the real policy and the cover policy. These two policies

may have different sizes. For example, the real policy

may require three attributes while the cover policy may

require five attributes. The attribute number can be

treated as a kind of policy size. Undoubtedly, the sender

can try to forge a cover policy which has the same size

with the real policy. However, the forged policy looks

strange because it is composed of some attributes that

seldom appear together for matching the real policy size.

In this paper, we introduce the redundant attribute idea

and make the sender arbitrary modify the policy size to

solve this problem.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we review some related studies including deniable encryp-

tion, deniable authentication, broadcast encryption and HCP-

ABE. In Section III, we propose formal definitions of

CDP-ABE and the properties that it must satisfy. Then,

we construct our scheme in Section V with correctness verifi-

cation, security and deniability proof, and performance eval-

uation. We provide a generalization discussion in Section VI,

and the last section is our conclusion.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we review related works including deniable

encryption, deniable authentication, broadcast encryption,

deniable ABE and HCP-ABE.

A. DENIABLE ENCRYPTION

The idea of deniable encryption was first proposed by

Canetti et al. [2]. Deniable encryption can be divided into a

deniable shared key scheme and a public key scheme. The

one-time pad is a simple example of deniable encryption.

Let a message m be encrypted into a ciphertext c via c =
m ⊕ k , where k is the shared key. The encryptor can claim

that the message is m′ with the key k ′ = c ⊕ m′ and no

one can challenge this claim. For the deniable-public-key

encryption scheme, the sender and/or the receiver need to

provide evidence for their claims. In this paper, we review

several important deniable-public-key encryption schemes.

In the scheme proposed by Canetti et al. [2], the authors

used a translucent set to provide fake messages with convinc-

ing evidence. A translucent set is a set that contains a trapdoor

subset. It is easy to pick a random element from the universal

set or the subset; however, it is hard to determine if an element

belongs to the subset without the trapdoor. If a sender wants to

encrypt one bit, the sender sends an element not contained in

the subset. To encrypt one bit 1, the sender sends an element

contained in the subset. When coerced, the sender claims a

bit from 1 to by claiming the random element from the uni-

versal set that coincidentally lies in the subset. Canetti et al.

called this scheme sender-deniable which means that the

scheme allows the sender to provide evidence for fake

messages. Canetti et al. also extended the scheme through

an interactive approach to support receiver-deniability and

combined them into a bi-deniable encryption scheme. Fol-

lowing this idea, many researchers have used different

tools to build translucent sets. Dürmuth and Freeman [9]

used samplable encryption to construct a translucent set.

O’Neill et al. [10] developed a bi-translucent set based

on a lattice. Klonowski et al. improved the scheme of

Canetti et al. to support messages at any depth [11].

In addition to translucent set approaches, there are other

proposed techniques to build deniable encryption schemes.

O’Neill et al. [10] made use of a simulatable public-key sys-

tem and a voting approach to provide deniability. The simulat-

able public-key system provides an oblivious key generation

function and an oblivious ciphertext function. Gasti et al. [12]

proposed another deniable scheme where the system claims

to set up one public-private key pair while there are two pairs.

The sender decides which key is released according to the

outside coercer. Ibrahim used the quadratic residuosity prob-

lem to provide deniability [13]. Chi and Lei [14] proposed a

decryption scheme based on composite order groups. In this

scheme, the real data and pre-determined fake data are hidden

in the different subgroups in one composite order group.

In a recent paper [15], Canetti et al. proposed a new deni-

able feature called off-the-record deniability. This work is the

first approach that allows the sender and the receiver to make

different claims. With this method, an outside coercer cannot

determine who is lying.

However, the objective of the CDP-ABE encryption

scheme is somewhat different from that of the deniable
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encryption scheme. The CDP-ABE encryption scheme is

designed to keep the message secret under coercion just

like the deniable encryption scheme; however, the CDP-ABE

encryption scheme also protects the receiver’s identity by

hiding the real policy behind a cover policy. In this way,

there is no need for receiver-deniability or off-the-record

deniability.

B. DENIABLE AUTHENTICATION

Even though encryption and authentication are often based

on similar techniques, deniable authentication is entirely

different from deniable encryption. Deniable authentication

is a technique that allows the sender and the receiver to

authenticate each other; however, they cannot convince a

third party with the authentication process. This concept

was first proposed by Dwork et al. [16]. The basic idea is

zero-knowledge proof.

Many deniable authentication schemes have been

presented. Noar presented deniable ring authentication with

ring signatures [17]. Deng et al. proposed two deniable

authentication schemes based on the factoring problem and

the discrete logarithm problem [18]. Fan et al. built a deni-

able authentication scheme using the Diffie-Hellman key

exchange protocol [19]. Following a similar idea, Shao

developed a deniable authentication protocol based on a

generalized ElGamal signature scheme [20]. Xiao et al.

used a chaotic encryption-hash parallel algorithm and the

semi-group property of the Chebyshev chaotic map to design

a deniable authentication scheme [21]. Raimondo et al.

focused on IPSec key-exchange protocol and implemented a

deniable authentication feature within it [22]. Raimondo et al.

also proposed a new feature called forward deniability [23].

When deniable authentication schemes focus on user

authentication deniability, they aim to deny communication

entities with the ability to prove the target identity to third

parties. However, it is easy for an outsider to be aware of

the communication. Also, even if the exchange of a message

reveals nothing, outsiders may trace the network traffic to

obtain the user’s identity. Our CDP-ABE encryption allows

the sender to set up a strawman to deceive the adversary.

Therefore, an outside coercer will not perceive the existence

of the real receiver. Moreover, the sender does not need to

agree with the cover receiver; in this way, the cover receiver

is completely innocent. That is, compared to deniable authen-

tication, we provide a fake receiver to third parties.

C. BROADCAST ENCRYPTION AND MULTI-RECEIVER

ENCRYPTION

Broadcast Encryption is an encryption technique that confi-

dentially delivers a message to a subset from a universe of

users. The concept was first proposed by Fiat and Naor [24].

ABE can also be treated as one kind of broadcast encryption.

Another similar encryption scheme is called multi-receiver

encryption which allows multiple receivers to derive the mes-

sage from one ciphertext [25], [26].

Generally speaking, the receiver set is embedded in the

broadcast encryption ciphertext. That is, even non-target

users can recognize the receiver group of a ciphertext. So,

how to keep the receiver identity secret is a big challenge.

There are lots of works about receiver anonymity encryption

schemes, such as [27]–[30].

However, anonymous broadcast encryption, including

anonymous multi-receiver encryption, focuses only on

receiver identity hiding. The message in one ciphertext is the

same for every receiver. So if one of the target receivers is

compromised, the message is still released even the other

receiver identities are kept unknown. Besides, they do not

care about the coercion issue. As for our proposed work,

CDP-ABE tries to use a valid ciphertext to cover both dif-

ferent receivers and different messages. So our work can

be treated as a ciphertext hiding technique, where one cipher-

text is hidden in another cover ciphertext. According to the

previous studies, to the best of our knowledge, our proposed

encryption system has not been presented before.

D. ATTRIBUTE-BASED ENCRYPTION

Attribute based encryption (ABE) is widely used to pro-

tect the security of personal data. Authors proposed an

ABE scheme with full verifiability for outsourced decryp-

tion, which can simultaneously check the correctness for

transformed ciphertext belongs to the authorized users and

unauthorized users [31]. The proposed ABE scheme with

verifiable outsourced decryption is proved to be selective

CPA-secure in the standard model.

Authors gave the formal definition and security model

of hierarchical attribute-based encryption (HABE) with

continuous leakage-resilience in [32]. They presented a

ciphertext-policy HABE scheme with continuous leakage-

resilience. The scheme is resilient to master key leakage

and secret key leakage. They also proved the security of the

scheme under composite-order bilinear group assumptions

using dual-system encryption techniques. The performance

of leakage-resilience is analyzed theoretically.

Authors provide a ciphertext-policy attribute-based

encryption (CP-ABE) scheme with efficient user revocation

for cloud storage system [33]. User revocation is solved effi-

ciently by introducing the concept of user group. The scheme

is designed to outsource high computation load to cloud

service providers without leaking file content and secret keys.

Also, the scheme canwithstand collusion attack performed by

revoked users cooperating with existing users. The security

of the proposed scheme under the divisible computation

Diffie-Hellman assumption is proved and computation cost

for local devices is relatively low.

Authors presented a user collusion avoidance ciphertext-

policy ABE scheme with efficient attribute revocation for

the cloud storage system [34]. The problem of attribute

revocation is solved efficiently by exploiting the concept of

an attribute group. The proposed scheme is proved secure

against collusion attack launched by the existing users and
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the revoked users. The security of the proposed scheme is also

reduced to the computational Diffie-Hellman assumption.

Authors proposed a ciphertext-policy attribute-based

encryption (CP-ABE) scheme that enables fine-grained

access control of encrypted IoT data on cloud [35]. They first

presented an access control system model of CloudIoT plat-

form by using ABE. Based on the proposed system model,

the authors constructed a ciphertext-policy hiding CP-ABE

scheme, which guarantees the privacy of the users. They

further constructed a white-box traceable CP-ABE scheme

with accountability in order to address the user key abuse

and authorization center key abuse. The proposed systems are

efficient according to their experiments.

Authors construct a flexibly bi-deniable Attribute-Based

Encryption (ABE) scheme for all polynomial-size branching

programs from learning with errors (LWE) [36]. The tech-

niques involve new ways of manipulating Gaussian noise that

may be of independent interest, and lead to a significantly

sharper analysis of noise growth in Dual Regev type encryp-

tion schemes.

Authors presented a design for a new cloud-storage encryp-

tion scheme that enables cloud storage providers to create

convincing-fake user secrets to protect user privacy [37].

Since coercers cannot tell if obtained secrets are true or not,

the cloud storage provider ensure that user privacy is still

securely protected.

E. HIDDEN CIPHERTEXT POLICY ATTRIBUTE-BASED

ENCRYPTION

In most CP-ABE schemes, the policy is directly appended

in the ciphertext. Though the message of the ciphertext is

secret, sometimes the policy reveals the information of the

message. To solve this problem, someHCP-ABE schemes are

proposed.

The first CP-ABE with hidden access policy was proposed

by Nishide et al. [3]. They made the access policy not embed-

ded in the ciphertext. Instead, they listed all attributes in a

randomized form. So the attacker needs to try all possibil-

ities to reconstruct the policy. Another technique is to use

the composite order group. The access policy is encoded in

one subgroup and is randomized with other subgroup ele-

ments [4]–[6]. Since the access policy is hidden, the decryptor

needs to do lots of computation to see if he belongs to the

receiver group or not. To speed up the decryption process,

Zhang et al. refined the access structure with separating the

attribute name and the attribute value [7] so the decryptor

only needs to check the attribute key according to the attribute

name.

Though both CDP-ABE and HCP-ABEwant to protect the

access policy, the protection approaches are totally different.

HCP-ABE tries to hide the access policy in some randomized

form while we try to hide the access policy behind the cover

policy. In our approach, a user does not need to doubt if it is

the receiver or not before running the decryption algorithm.

So our approach is definitely more practical than HCP-ABE

since users in HCP-ABE will do lots of meaningless decryp-

tion works.

III. DEFINITIONS

In this section, we define the CDP-ABE scheme and its

security model.

A. CDP-ABE DIFINITION

The objective of CDP-ABE is to conceal the real receiver

from outsiders. To hide the receiver’s identity and the real

message, CDP-ABE allows the sender to create a valid

ciphertext for another receiver group with a pre-determined

fake message. The policy that defines the fake receiver group

is called the cover policy and the ciphertext as the carrier

ciphertext. Next, the sender embeds the real ciphertext, that

is, the ciphertext for the real receiver group, in the carrier

ciphertext. The sender can publish this processed ciphertext

to a public channel and claim that this ciphertext is for the

cover receiver group. The real receiver can obtain the cipher-

text from the public channel and acquire the actual message.

The cover receiver recovers only the pre-determined fake

message.

Unlike other deniable encryption schemes, receiver-

deniability is not an issue with CDP-ABE, because the real

receiver is obscured and no one but the sender knows the

receiver’s identity. Even if an outside coercer compromises

the cover receiver, they cannot determine anything about

the real receiver from the ‘‘fake’’ ciphertext and therefore

it is impossible to identify the receiver. This idea originates

from steganography techniques which are usually applied to

multimedia data hiding. In digital steganography, data are

embedded in digital media, such as images or videos, and

attempt not to be decrypted by others. So CDP-ABE can be

treated as a steganographic encryption technology since the

cover media is a ciphertext for someone while the data are

contained in the ciphertext for the real receiver.

Our CDP-ABE construction follows the idea of multi-

distributional deniable encryption which contains two sets

of algorithms. One is claimed to be used while the other is

actually used. The outputs of these two sets of algorithms

need to be computationally indistinguishable or the deception

will be easily discovered. Only the member who is authorized

to use the deniable service can be aware of the existence of

the deniable algorithm set.

The formal definition is presented as follows.

Definition 1 (Multi-Distributional CDP-ABE): A multi-

distributional CDP-ABE scheme is composed of algorithms

as follows:

1) Setup(1–λ) → {ε, S}: Given a security parameter –λ,

the algorithm generates a system-wise public informa-

tion ε and a secret S which will be used for further key

generation.

2) KeyGen (ε, S, S) → SK S : Given the system-wise

parameter ε, the secret S and a user attribute set S, this

algorithm generates a secret key SK S for the user.
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3) Enc(M , ε,A)→C : Given a message M , the public

information ε and the access policy A, the algorithm

encryptsM to a ciphertextC which can only be correctly

decrypted by those who have the attributes that satisfy

the given policy A.

4) Dec (C, SK S) → {M ,⊥} : Given a ciphertext C and

a user’s private key SK S , the algorithm can correctly

recover the original message M if S satisfies A defined

in C . Otherwise, the algorithm simply replies ⊥.
5) OpenEnc(ε,C,M ,A)→P : This algorithm is for the

sender to release encryption proof P to show that C is

encrypted from M with the access policy A.

6) DenSetup(1λ- )→ {ε, S, ε′, S′}: The algorithm first runs

Setup to obtain ε and S. Then the algorithm generates

ε′ and S′ for deniable use. Note that ε′ is only known by

the deniable-encryption service users and is kept secret

from outsiders.

7) DenKeyGen
(

ε, S, ε′, S′, S
)

→ {SK S , SK
′
S} : This is

used to generate keys for deniable users. SK S is gener-

ated via KeyGen. The algorithm also generates another

deniable key SK ′S . SK
′
S can be used to decrypt both

normal ciphertexts and deniable ciphertexts and can get

the real message. As for SK S , it can only be used to get

the cover messages from the deniable ciphertexts. The

existence of SK ′S is only known by the deniable service

users.

8) DenEnc
(

M ,M ′, ε, ε′,A,A′
)

→ C ′ : Input two

encryption tuplesM , ε,A, which is for the real message

encryption, and M ′, ε′,A′, which is for the cover mes-

sage encryption, the algorithm generates a ciphertextC ′.

Note that the output of DecEnc should be indistinguish-

able to the output of Enc. A′ is called the cover policy

in this paper.

9) DenOpenEnc
(

ε,C ′,M ′,A′
)

→ P′ : This algorithm is

for the sender to release encryption proof P′ to show that

C is encrypted from M ′ with the access policy A
′. Note

that P′ should be computationally indistinguishable with

P from OpenEnc or the outsider will learn the cheating

fact.

It is obvious that the first four algorithms can be treated as

a generic CP-ABE scheme. We call the first four algorithms

the normal set of algorithms. DenSetup, DenKeyGen and

DenEnc andDec, constitute the primary characteristics of our

proposal. We call them the deniable set of algorithms. Note

that there is no DenDec algorithm since all entities should

use the same decryption algorithm for ciphertext validation.

There is no OpenDec which makes the receiver provide

a proof because CDP-ABE misleads the coercer to other

receivers instead of the real receiver group. So those innocent

receivers can simply provide their keys to the coercer as the

proofs. In our scheme, we allow all users to provide their keys

from KeyGen and this will not crack the deniable feature.

The usage of CDP-ABE is described here. DenSetup is

used to setup an operation environment. Though there are

more outputs than Setup, the user can simply publish the

normal part to outsiders and keep the additional part secret.

DenKeyGen is used to generate a secret key pair, one is

the normal secret key and the other is the deniable secret

key. DenEnc is the deniable encryption function which can

encrypt a real message and a cover message for different

policies at the same time. Note that the output of DenEnc

should be indistinguishable from the output of Enc with the

same message and cover identity. This implies that the key

of satisfying the cover policy can be used to decrypt C ′ and

derive M ′, otherwise Dec would be a breakpoint. As for the

deniable secret key, it is used to uncover the real message

for the real receiver. In this way, the sender can claim that

a published ciphertext is derived from Enc for the cover

receiver while actually it is generated by DenEnc for the real

receiver.

B. CDP-ABE PROPERTIES

In this subsection, we define the properties that a CDP-ABE

scheme should satisfy. The Correctness and Security of the

scheme are similar to those of traditional CP-ABE schemes.

In addition to these two properties, the CDP-ABE must also

satisfy Receiver Indistinguishability.

1) Correctness. In a CDP-ABE encryption scheme, cor-

rectness must be satisfied for both the cover receiver and

the real receiver. That is, the following equations must

be satisfied:

Dec(Enc (M , ε,A) SK S )→M , if S satisfies A.

Dec(DenEnc
(

M ,M ′, ε, ε′,A,A′
)

SK ′S )→M ,

if S satisfies A.

Dec(DenEnc
(

M ,M ′, ε, ε′,A,A′
)

SK S )→M ,

if S satisfies A′.

2) Security. The tuple {Setup, KeyGen, Enc Dec}must

form a semantically-secure encryption scheme. The

security model is defined as follows.

a) Setup: The challenger runs Setup to create an encryp-

tion environment.

b) Phase 1: The adversary generates key queries

q1, . . . ,qm for the challenger corresponding to

attribute sets S1, . . . ,Sm and obtains their private keys.

c) Challenge: The adversary chooses two plaintexts

M0,M1 and an access policy A that it wants to be

challenged by the challenger. The constraint is that

S1, . . .Sm cannot satisfy the access policy A. The

challenger randomly chooses one bit b ∈ {0, 1} and
encrypts the message via Enc (Mb, ε,A)→ C∗. The

challenger sends C∗ back to the adversary.

d) Phase 2: As in Phase 1, the adversary generates key

queries qm+1, . . . ,qm+n for a challenger correspond-

ing to attribute sets Sm+1, . . . ,Sm+n and obtains their

private keys. Note that Sm+1, . . . ,Sm+n cannot satisfy

the access policy A.

e) Guess: The adversary returns the guess result

b′ ∈ {0, 1}. The adversary wins if b′ = b.
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We call a CDP-ABE scheme semantically secure if all

polynomial time adversaries have at most a negligible

advantage in the above game. Note that we do not care

about the semantic security of DenEnc. This is because

the outputs ofEnc andDenEnc should be indistinguish-

able. If one is semantically secure while the other is not,

the above gamewill distinguish if the claimed receiver is

the cover receiver or the real receiver. This would violate

the property below.

3) Receiver Indistinguishability. Indistinguishability

achieves that outsiders cannot tell if the claimed receiver

is the cover receiver or the real receiver. The formal

definition is described as follows. Given a normally

encrypted ciphertextC for an access groupA and a deni-

ably encrypted ciphertext C∗ that is claimed to be for

the access group A, for every probabilistic polynomial

time (PPT) algorithm A the advantage defined here

AdvA :=
∣

∣P
[

A
(

C∗
)

= 1
]

− P [A (C) = 1]
∣

∣

is negligible.

C. CDP-ABE SCENARIO ASSUMPTION

In the above definition, there are two different user groups

in this CDP-ABE service. One is the normal user group,

where the member in this group is not aware of the deniability

feature and simply treats the scheme as a common CP-ABE

service. The other is the deniable user group, where the

member can encrypt the message deniably and can get the

real message under the cover ciphertext. Here we assume that

the member in the deniable group will not be compromised.

That is, the existence of ε, S and SK S will not be released

to the outsider. Since ABE is a kind of multicast encryption

technique, if one valid receiver is compromised, undoubtedly

all messages for this receiver will be leaked to the attacker

and no protection mechanism works. So our assumption is

reasonable.

IV. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce major techniques used in our

schemes.

A. BILINEAR MAP GROUPS

Let G and GT be two multiplicative cyclic groups of prime

order p, with a map function e : G × G → GT . Let g be a

generator ofG.G is a bilinear map group ifG and e have the

following properties:

1) Bilinearity: ∀u, v ∈ G and a, b ∈ Z∗n, e
(

ua, vb
)

=
e(u, v)ab.

2) Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1.

3) Computability: the group action inG and map function

e can be computed efficiently.

B. COMPOSITE ORDER BILINEAR GROUPS

The composite order bilinear group was first introduced

in [38]; we use it to construct our scheme. Here we provide

a brief introduction. Let G and GT be two multiplicative

cyclic groups of composite order N = p1p2 . . . pm, where

p1, p2, . . . , pm are distinct primes, with bilinear map function

e : G × G→ GT . For each prime pi, G has a subgroup Gpi

of order pi. We let g1, g2, . . . , gm be the generators of these

subgroups respectively. Each element in G can be expressed

in the form of g
a1
1 g

a2
2 . . . g

am
m , where a1, a2, . . . , am ∈ ZN .

If ai is congruent to zero modulo pi, we say that this element

has no Gpi component. We say an element is in
∏

i∈S Gpi ,

where S is a subset from 1 . . .m, if ∀i∈S, ai is not congruent

to zero modulo pi.

Orthogonality between all subgroups under bilinear map

e is one of the most important properties of the composite

bilinear groups. Orthogonality means that if u ∈ Gpi , v∈Gpi

and i 6= j, then e (u, v) = 1, where 1 is the identity element in

GT . In our scheme, we will use subgroups to create redundant

spaces for different attribute sets.

We will also use the subgroup decision assumption of

the composite order group. The assumption states that it is

difficult to determine the existence of a given subgroup in a

random composite order group element without orthogonal-

ity testing. The general form of this assumption is described

as follows,

Definition 2 (General Subgroup Decision Assumption):

Let S0, S1, S2, . . . , Sk be non-empty subsets of 1 . . . ,m such

that for each 2 ≤ j≤k , either Sj ∩ S0 = ∅ = Sj ∩ S1 or

Sj ∩ S0 6= ∅ 6= Sj ∩ S1. Given group generator G, we define

the following distribution:

PP := {N = p1p2. . .pm,G,GT , e}
R
←− G,

Zi
R
←− GSi∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k},

D := PP,Z2, . . . ,Zk .

We assume that for any PPT algorithm Awith output in {0, 1},

Advg,A := |P [A (D,Z0) = 1]− P [A (D,Z1) = 1]|

is negligible.

This assumption implies that if all bilinear group members

contain elements from at least one common subgroup, it is

hard to tell the existence of elements from other subgroups.

C. CHAMELEON HASH

The chameleon hash scheme was first introduced by

Krawczyk and Rabin [39]. Like other common secure hash

functions, a chameleon hash scheme has two key properties,

namely collision resistance and semantic security. Further,

a chameleon hash scheme provides collision forgery with

a pre-determined trapdoor. The input of a chameleon hash

includes two parts: the input message m and a random string

r . The random string r is used to provide a chance to adapt

the message to the hash value. There are three phases in a

chameleon hash scheme; each of them is summarized below.

1) Setup(1–λ) → PK : Given a security parameter –λ,

the scheme outputs a public parameter PK and a secret

trapdoor SK .
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2) CH(m, r)→H : An efficient and probabilistic algo-

rithm, with inputs of a message m, and a random

number r , outputs a hash value H . PK is treated as an

environment parameter, and we omit it in the inputs for

simplicity.

3) Forgery(SK ,H ,m′)→r ′ : An efficient and probabilis-

tic algorithm, with a given hash value H , a message m′,

and SK , outputs a random string r ′ that matches the hash

value and the hash function.

The definitions of the three aforementioned require-

ments, collision resistance, semantic security and collision

forgery, are listed below.

Definition 3 (Collision Resistance): Given a chameleon

hash scheme PK , SK ,CH (·, ·), where PK is the public infor-

mation, SK is the trapdoor and CH (·, ·) is the hash function,

let m, m′ be two different messages and let r be a random

string. We call the scheme collision resistant if for any PPT

algorithm A, it is hard to output an r ′ such that CH (m, r) =
CH (m′r ′) without SK .

Definition 4 (Semantic Security): Given a chameleon hash

scheme PK , SK ,CH (·, ·), where PK is the public informa-

tion, SK is the trapdoor and CH (·, ·) is the hash function,

we call the scheme semantically secure if for all pairs of

messages m, m′ and random string r , the probability dis-

tribution of CH (m, r) and CH (m′r ′) are computationally

indistinguishable.

Definition 5 (Collision Forgery): Given a chameleon hash

scheme PK , SK ,CH (·, ·), where PK is the public informa-

tion, SK is the trapdoor and CH (·, ·) is the hash function, let

m, m′ be two different messages and r be a random string.

We call the scheme a collision forgery scheme if there exists

one PPT algorithm A that with an input of SK , outputs a string

r ′ that satisfies CH (m, r) = CH (m′, r ′).

In this paper, we use CH to denote the chameleon hash

public information andCH (·, ·) to denote the chameleon hash

operation.

D. WATERS CP-ABE

We use the Waters ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryp-

tion (CP-ABE) scheme [40] to construct our steganographic

ABE. In this subsection, we provide an introduction to

the Waters CP-ABE. Waters used a Linear Secret Sharing

Scheme (LSSS) to build an access control mechanism. The

definition of LSSS is briefly described here.

Definition 6 (LSSS: Linear Secret Sharing Scheme [41]):

A secret sharing scheme 5 over a set of parties P is called

linear (over Zp) if the following is true.

(a) The shares for each party form a vector over Zp.

(b) There exists an l × n matrix M called the

share-generating matrix for 5. For all i= 1, . . . ,l,

the ith row ofM is labelled by the party ρ(i), where ρ is

a mapping function from {1 . . . ,l} to the party field P.

When considering a column vector v = (s, r2, . . . ,rn),

where s ∈ Zp is the secret to be shared and r2, . . . ,rn ∈
Zp are randomly chosen, Mv is a vector of l shares of

secret s according to 5. The share (Mv)i belongs to

party ρ(i).

According to the above definition, an LSSS scheme has

linear reconstruction property. That is, given LSSS 5, access

structure A = (M, ρ), and valid shares of a secret s, s can

be recovered by those who have authorized sets. Beimel [41]

demonstrated that the recovery procedure is a time polyno-

mial in the size of M . In an ABE scheme, parties represent

attributes; therefore, authorized sets imply groups with the

required attributes. TheWaters CP-ABE scheme is composed

of the following algorithms.

1) Setup(1–λ) → {ε, S}: This algorithm chooses a bilinear

group of prime order p with generator g, random ele-

ments α, a ∈ Zp, and hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → G.

The system-wise public parameter PK is {g, e(g, g)αga}
and the system secret key MSK is gα .

2) Encrypt(PK (M, ρ) ,M )→C : Given message M

and LSSS access structure (M, ρ), this algorithm first

chooses a random vector Ev = (s, y2, . . . , yn) ∈ Znp. Let

M be an l × n matrix and Mi denote the ith row of M.

This algorithm calculates –λi = EvMi,∀i ∈ {1 . . . , l}.
The output ciphertext is:

C =
{

Me (g, g)αs, gs, ga –λ1H (ρ (1))−s ,

. . . ,ga –λlH (ρ (1))−s
}

=
{

C,C ′,C1, . . . ,Cl} ,

with a description of (Mρ).

3) KeyGen (MSK , S) → SK : Given set S of attributes,

this algorithm randomly chooses t ∈ Zp and outputs the

private key such that

K = gα+atL = gt ,∀x ∈ SK x = H (x)t .K is defined

originally as D in [40].

4) Decrypt (C, SK ) → M : Suppose that S satisfies the

access structure and let I ⊂ {1 . . . , l} be defined as

I = {i : ρ(i) ∈S}. This algorithm finds a set of constants

{wi ∈ Zp}i∈I such that
∑

i∈I wi –λi = s. The decryption

algorithm computes

e(C ′K )/(
∏

i∈I

(e (Ci,L) e(C ′,Kρ(i)))
wi ) = e(g, g)αs

and derives M from the ciphertext.

Waters CP-ABE scheme is CPA-secure if the decisional q-

BDHE assumption holds. The decisional q-BDHE assump-

tion is defined as follows:

Definition 7 (Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent

Assumption): Let a, s ∈ Zp and g be a generator of G. Let gi

denote ga
i
. Given

D := {g, gs, g1, . . . , gq, gq+2, . . . , g2q}

and an element T ∈ GT , we assume that for any PPT

algorithm A that outputs in {0, 1},

AdvA :=
∣

∣

∣
P

[

A
(

D, e(g, g)a
q+1s

)

= 1
]

− P[A (D,T ) = 1]

∣

∣

∣

is negligible. The proof can be found in [40] and is skipped

here.
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V. CIPHERTEXT-DENIABLE-POLICY ATTRIBUTE-BASED

ENCRYPTION

In this section, we build a CDP-ABE based on the Waters

ABE scheme [40]. First, we address some design issues and

propose our solutions for these problems. Then, we con-

struct our CDP-ABE scheme in section V-B. In section V-C ,

we prove the correctness of our scheme. The security proof

and the indistinguishability proof are in section V-D and V-E

respectively. We evaluate the performance of our scheme in

section V-F .

A. CONCEPT

Our CDP-ABE provides an important feature that the sender

can deny the access policy contained in a ciphertext. Our

CDP-ABE applies Waters scheme as the base scheme and

therefore, we also use LSSS as the access structure to present

the access policy. LSSS can be divided into two parts, one is

the secret shares, which can be represented as a matrix M,

and the other is the mapping function ρ. ρ is used to present

the relation between attributes and secret shares. Here we

use the pre-determined deniable encryption technique to

encrypt the mapping functions of both the cover policy and

the real policy at the same time. So the encrypted mapping

function can be opened to the real one or the cover one

according to the receiver key. We use the composite order

bilinear groups to develop the deniable encryption technique.

A composite order bilinear group can be treated as a com-

position of multiple subgroups. We use these subgroups to

create redundant spaces and put different mapping functions

to different subgroups. We also use the collision forgery

feature of the chameleon hash function to make both mapping

functions convincing.

The second problem is about the secret shares. With dif-

ferent mapping functions, one secret share can be mapped to

different attributes. How to interpret one share as different

attributes is a big challenge. In Waters scheme, each attribute

is bound with an attribute hash value. Only when the key’s

attribute is the same with the secret share, the attribute hash

value part can be removed in the decryption process. Oth-

erwise, the decryption result will be meaningless. Here we

use the composite order bilinear group as the hash value.

So hash values of two attributes can be stored in different

subgroups. In our scheme, the only requirement of H ′ is

a one way cryptographic hash function. A chameleon hash

function without its trapdoor is a provable cryptographic

function. That is, a user can use a chameleon hash function

in the normal encryption function and there is no problem.

So even an outsider finds out the ciphertext coming from a

chameleon hash function, the user can claim that he uses the

normal encryption instead of the deniable encryption. With

the canceling properties, we ensure that the unwanted part

can be canceled in the decryption process. Again, we use the

collision forgery feature of the chameleon hash function to

make two decryption results, which are from the normal key

and the deniable key respectively, convincing.

B. CONSTRUCTION

We construct our CDP-ABE as follows:

1) Setup(1–λ) → {ε, S}: The algorithm generates bilinear

group G of order N = p1p2p3, where p1, p2, p3 are

distinct primes with a bilinear map function e : G ×
G→ GT . GT is also of order N . We use Gp1 ,Gp2 ,Gp3

to denote three orthogonal subgroups in G of order

p1, p2, p3, respectively. The algorithm picks generators

g1 ∈ Gp1 , g2 ∈ Gp2 , g3 ∈ Gp3 random elements

aαβ ∈ Zp and a hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → G.

Then the algorithm prepares a hash function H12 that

maps a random string toGp1p2 and satisfies the following

property:

e (H (x) , g1g2) = e (H12 (x) , g1g2) , ∀x

The system-wise parameter ε and the secret S are

ε =







G,GT ,N , g1g2, (g1g2)
a ,

(g1g2)
β , e (g1g1)

α, e (g2g2)
α,

H12







,

S =
{

(g1g2)
α,H

}

2) KeyGen (ε, S, S) → SK S : Given the system-wise

parameter ε, the secret S and a set of S, the algorithm

randomly chooses t ∈ Zn and the output private key SK S

is

SK S =
{

(g1g2)
α+at , (g1g2)

t , {H12 (x)t }|∀x∈S
}

= KL{Kx} |∀x∈S

3) Enc(M , ε,A = {M, ρ)→C : Given a message M and

the target LSSS access structure A = M, ρ, the algo-

rithm encrypts the message for A. First, the algorithm

encrypts ρ as follows. The algorithm sets up a crypto-

graphic one-way hash function H ′. Note that the hash

function H ′ can be any type of cryptographic one-way

function and is determined during encryption and that

a chameleon hash function can be applied here. The

algorithm randomly picks s1 ∈ Zn, two random strings

t0,0, t0,1, and flips two coins b0, b1. The output will be

Ŵ = {̺0, ̺1, ς,V1, t0,0, t0,1}

where,

̺b0 = ρ · e (g1, g2, g1g2)
βs1 ,

̺1−b0
R
←− GT ,

ς = (g1g2)
s1 ,

V1 = H ′
(

ρ, t0,b1
)

6= H ′
(

̺1−b0 · e (g1g2, g1g2)
−βs1 , t0,1−b1

)

.

It is trivial that every user in this system can correctly

derive ρ since (g1g2)
β is included in the public information ε.

Now the algorithm focuses on the attribute part. Let M be

an l×nmatrix andMi denote the i-th row ofM. The algorithm

first chooses two random vectors Ev = (s2, y2, . . . , yn) ∈ ZnN .

This algorithm then calculates –λi = EvMi,∀i ∈ {1 . . . , l}.
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The algorithm flips another two coins b2, b3 and picks two

random strings t1,0, t1,1. The output result is

1 = {A0,A1,B,C1, , . . . ,Cl, t1,0, t1,1,V2}

where,

Ab2 = M · e(g1g2, g1g2)
αs2 ,

A1−b2 = M · e(g1, g1)
αs2 ,

B = (g1g2)
s2 ,

Ci = (g1g2)
a –λiH12(ρ(i))

−s2 , i = 1 . . . l,

V2 = H ′(M , t1,b3 ).

The ciphertext C will be as follows:

C = {Ŵ, 1,H ′M}

4) Dec (C, SK S) → {M ,⊥} : To decrypt a ciphertext C ,

the algorithm first computes possible ρ as follows.

ρi = ̺i · e(ς, (g1g2)
β )
−1

The algorithm derives the correct ρ by checking

V ?
i = H ′

(

ρi, t0,j
)

, ∀i, j ∈ {0, 1} ,

IfH ′(ρi, t0,1) is equal to Vi, we know ρi is the correct map-

ping function and b0, b1 are i, j respectively. If all candidates

fail the equality verification, the algorithm replies ⊥.
According to ρ andM, the algorithm checks if the attribute

set S of SK S satisfies A. If not, the algorithm returns⊥. Oth-
erwise, let I ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , l} be defined as I = {i : ρ(i) ∈S}.
Then this algorithm finds a set of constants {wi ∈ Zp} such
that

∑

i∈I wi –λi = s1. This algorithm computes all possible

messages as follows:

Mj = Aj ·
e
(
∏

i∈I C
wi
i ,L

)

e(B,
∏

i∈I K
wi
ρ(i))

e (B,K )
, ∀j ∈ {0, 1}

The algorithm then verifies two candidates’ messages with

V by calculating

vj,k = H ′
(

Mj, t1,k
)

, ∀j, k ∈ {0, 1}

If vj,k is equal to V2, thenMj is the message and is returned.

j, k are b2, b3, respectively, of coins selected by the encryp-

tor. Otherwise, this algorithm returns ⊥. Note that the most

computationally intensive aspect of this algorithm,

which is
e
(

∏

i∈I C
wi
i ,L

)

e(B,
∏

i∈I K
wi
ρ(i))

e(B,K )
, only needs to be com-

puted once. Therefore, the overall computation time com-

pared to the base scheme will not be significantly larger.

5) OpenEnc(ε,C,M ,A)→P : This algorithm returns the

coins used in the encryption process b0, b1, b2, b3 as the

proof P.

6) DenSetup(1–λ)→ {ε, S, ε′, S′}: The algorithm first runs

Setup to obtain ε, S. The deniable system-wise param-

eter ε′ and the secret S’ are

ε′ =







g2g3, (g2g3)
a , e (g3, g3)

α,

(g1g2g3)
β , e(g1, g1)

β ,

H13,H2,H3







S′ =
{

(g1g3)
α
}

.

7) DenKeyGen
(

ε, S, ε′, S′, S
)

→ {SK S , SK
′
S} :Given an

attribute set S, SK S is directly generated by KeyGen.

The deniable private key SK ′S is defined as follows:

SK ′S =
{

(g1g3)
α+at , (g1g3)

t ,
{

H13 (x)t
}

|
∀x∈S

}

= {K ′L ′
{

K ′x
}

|
∀x∈S

8) DenEnc
(

M , ε,M ′, ε′,A = {M′, ρ},A′ = {M′, ρ′}
)

→
C ′ : Given the real message M with the access policy

A and the cover message M ′ with the cover policy

A’, the algorithm first deniably encrypts ρ, ρ′ as fol-

lows. The algorithm sets up a chameleon hash function

CH . The algorithm then randomly picks s1 ∈ ZN ,

a random string t0,0 and flips two coins b0, b1. The

output will be

Ŵ′ = {̺′0, ̺
′
1, ς
′,V1, t0,0, t0,1}

where,

̺′b0 = ρ · e (g1g3, g1g3)
βs1 ,

̺′1−b0 = ρ′ · e (g1, g1)
βs1 ,

ς ′ = (g1g3)
s1 ,

V1 = CH
(

ρ, t0,b1
)

= CH (ρ′t0,1−b1 ).

t0,1 is a string generated from the chameleon hash function

forgery.

Next, the algorithm processes the attribute part. For sim-

plicity, we assume that the required attribute numbers to

recover secrets from A and A’ are the same. That is,

M=M’. We will remove this constraint in section VI. LetM

be an l×nmatrix andMi denote the i-th row ofM. The algo-

rithm first chooses two random vectors Ev = (s2, y2, . . . , yn) ∈
ZnN . This algorithm then calculates –λi = EvMi,∀i ∈ {1 . . . , l}.
The algorithm flips another two coins b2, b3 and picks a

random string t1,0. The output result is

1′ = {A′0,A
′
1,B
′,C ′1, . . . ,C

′
l, t1,0, t1,1,V2}

where,

A′b2 = M · e(g3, g3)
αs2 ,

A′1−b2 = M ′ · e(g2, g2)
αs2 ,

B′ = (g2g3)
s2 ,

C ′i = (g2g3)
a –λi (H2(ρ

′(i)H3(ρ(i))
−s2 , i = 1 . . . l,

V2 = CH
(

M , t1,b3
)

= CH
(

M ′, t1−b3
)

.

The ciphertext C ′ will be as follows:

C ′ = {Ŵ′, 1′,CH ,M}

9) DenOpenEnc (ε,C,M ,A) → P : This algorithm

returns the opposite coins used in the encryption process

1− b0, 1− b1, 1− b2, 1− b3 as the proof P
′.

In our design, the normal algorithm set runs on Gp1p2 .

As for the deniable algorithm set, the key is on Gp1p3 while

the ciphertext is onGp2p2 . So in the decryption process, users

will get different messages with different keys. The detail is

shown in section III. The sender proof is the four random bits

used in the encryption process.
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C. CORRECTNESS

Here, we show the correctness of our CDP-ABE scheme.

There are four cases that need to be checked. The first

case is that a normally encrypted ciphertext can be cor-

rectly decrypted by the normal private key for the normal

receiver group. The second case is that a normally encrypted

ciphertext can be correctly decrypted by the deniable private

key for the deniable receiver group. The third case is that

a deniably encrypted ciphertext can be correctly decrypted

by the deniable private key for the deniable receiver group

and the real message is derived. The fourth case is that a

deniably encrypted ciphertext can be correctly decrypted by

the deniable private key for the normal receiver group and the

fake message is derived.

1) Normally encrypted ciphertext and the normal key:

First, the user can use ε to calculate

e
(

ς, (g1g2)
β
)

= e
(

(g1g2)
s1 , (g1g1)

β
)

= e(g1g2, g1g2)
βs1 .

By theV1 verification with the hash functionH
′, the nor-

mal public information ε can be used to correctly derive

ρ. So the access policy A is opened. Then we focus on

the message part. Because

e
(
∏

i∈I C
wi
i ,L

)

e(B,
∏

i∈I K
wi
ρ(i))

e (B,K )

= e(
∏

i∈I
(g1g2)

a –λi wiH12(ρ(i))
−s2wi , (g1g2)

t )

·e((g1g2)
s2 ,

∏

i∈I
H12(ρ(i))

twi )

·e((g1g2)
s2 , (g1g2)

α+at )
−1

= e(
∏

i∈I
(g1g2)

a –λi wi , (g1g2)
t )

·e((g1g2)
s2 , (g1g2)

α+at )
−1

= e((g1g2)
as2 , (g1g2)

t )

·e((g1g2)
s2 , (g1g2)

α+at )
−1

= e(g1g2g3g4)
−αs2

with the hash functionH ′ and the verification tag V2, the

receiver can derive the message M .

2) Deniably encrypted ciphertext and the normal key:

Since the normal user will not know the ciphertext is

generated from deniable encryption, it uses ε to calculate

e
(

ς ′, (g1g2)
β
)

= e
(

(g1g3)
s1 , (g1g2)

β
)

= e(g1, g1)
βs1

By the V1 verification with the chameleon hash function

CH , the normal scheme user can correctly derive ρ′.

So the cover access policy A’ is opened. Then we focus

on the message part. Because

e
(

∏

i∈I C
′wi
i ,L

)

e(B′,
∏

i∈I K
wi
ρ(i))

e (B′,K )

= e(
∏

i∈I
(g2g3)

a –λi wi (H2(ρ
′(i))H3(ρ(i)))

−s2wi ,(g1g2)
t )

·e((g2g3)
s2 ,

∏

i∈I
H12(ρ

′(i))
twi )

·e((g2g3)
s2 , (g1g2)

α+at )
−1

= e(
∏

i∈I
g
a –λi wi
2 (H2(ρ

′(i)))
−s2wigt2)

·e(gs22 ,
∏

i∈I
H2(ρ

′(i))
twi )

·e(gs22 , gα+at
2 )

−1

= e(
∏

i∈I
g
a –λi wi
2 , gt2)· e(g

s2
2 , gα+at

2 )
−1

= e(g
as2
2 , gt2)·e(g

s2
2 , gα+at

2 )
−1

= e(g2, g2)
−αs2

with the chameleon hash function CH and the verifi-

cation tag V2, the normal receiver can derive the cover

message M ′.

3) Deniably encrypted ciphertext and the deniable key:

Though the deniable user does not know if the ciphertext

is normally encrypted or not, it just uses ε′ to calculate

e
(

ς ′, (g1g2g3)
β
)

= e
(

(g1g3)
s1 , (g1g2g3)

β
)

= e(g1g3, g1g3)
βs1

By the V1 verification with the chameleon hash function

CH , the deniable service user can correctly derive ρ.

So the real access policy A is opened. Then we focus

on the message part. Because

e
(

∏

i∈I C
′wi
i ,L ′

)

e(B′,
∏

i∈I K
′wi
ρ(i))

e (B′,K ′)

= e(
∏

i∈I
(g2g3)

a –λi wi (H2(ρ
′(i))H3(ρ(i)))

−s2wi ,(g1g3)
t )

·e((g2g3)
s2 ,

∏

i∈I
H13(ρ(i))

twi )

·e((g2g3)
s2 , (g1g3)

α+at )
−1

= e(
∏

i∈I
g
a –λi wi
3 (H3(ρ

′(i)))
−s2wi , gt3)

·e(gs23

∏

i∈I
H3(ρ

′(i))
twi )

·e(gs23 , gα+at
3 )

−1

= e(
∏

i∈I
g
a –λi wi
3 , gt3)· e(g

s2
3 , gα+at

3 )
−1

= e(g
as2
3 , gt3)·e(g

s2
3 , gα+at

3 )
−1

= e(g3, g3)
−αs2

with the chameleon hash function CH and the verifi-

cation tag V2, the normal receiver can derive the real

message M .

4) Normally encrypted ciphertext and the deniable key:

Though the deniable user does not know if the ciphertext

is normally encrypted or not, it just uses ε′ to calculate

e
(

ς, (g1g2g3)
β
)

= e
(

(g1g2)
s1 , (g1g2g3)

β
)

= e(g1g2, g1g2)
βs1

By the V1 verification with the chameleon hash function

H ′, the deniable scheme user can correctly derive ρ.

So the real access policy A is opened. Then we focus
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on the message part. Because

e
(
∏

i∈I C
wi
i ,L ′

)

e(B,
∏

i∈I K
′wi
ρ(i))

e (B,K ′)

= e(
∏

i∈I
(g1g2)

a –λi wi H12ρ(i))
−s2wi , (g1g3)

t )

·e((g1g2)
s2 ,

∏

i∈I
H13(ρ(i))

twi )

·e((g1g2)
s2 , (g1g3)

α+at )
−1

= e(
∏

i∈I
g
a –λi wi
1 , gt1) · e(g

s2
1 , gα+at

1 )
−1

= e(g
as2
1 gt1)·e(g

s2
1 , gα+at

1 )
−1
= e(g1, g1)

−αs2

With the hash function H ′ and the verification tag V2,

the receiver can derive the message M .

From the above verification, we can find that the deniable

user does not need to know if amessage is normally encrypted

or not. The deniable user only needs to use ε′ and SK ′S to get

the correct message. When being forced to release the key,

the deniable user can claim that its attributes do not satisfy the

ciphertext’s access policy and its key is SK S .

D. SECURITY PROOF

Our CDP-ABE is composed of two sets of algorithms, one

is the normal set and the other is the deniable set. We only

prove the security of the normal algorithm set here. This is

because the normally encrypted ciphertext and the deniably

encrypted ciphertext are indistinguishable, which is proved in

section V-E . If one is broken and the other is secure, it is easy

to use this property to tell the ciphertext and it conflicts with

their indistinguishability.

A ciphertext is a tuple with four elements, {Ŵ, 1,H ′M}.
Since H ′, M are public, Ŵ is also public and every system

user who has ε can derive ρ, we only focus on the security

of 1,A. To prove the security, we reduce Waters CP-ABE

to the normal set of algorithms in our CDP-ABE scheme.

Since all subgroups are orthogonal, we can change the query,

the response and the challenge in Waters scheme to our

CDP-ABE scheme. The formal proof is described as follows.

Theorem 1: Our proposed CDP-ABE scheme is CPA

secure if the Waters CP-ABE is CPA secure.

Proof: Let A be an adversary that breaks the above

CDP-ABE scheme. We can construct algorithm B that can

break Waters CP-ABE as follows. Let X denote the chal-

lenger of Waters scheme. B provides a group Gp1 with a

prime p1 and a hash function H1 to X. Then B is given pub-

lic parameters through the Waters CP-ABE scheme’s Setup

algorithm from challenger X

εp1 :=
{

g1, g
a1
1 , e(g1, g1)

α1
}

For convenience, we use the suffix to represent different

subgroups in our proof. Algorithm B proceeds as follows.

1) Setup:B first picks two different prime numbers p2 and

p3. B generates group G with order N = p1p2p3. Note

that the subgroup with p1 order inG should be the same

as Gp1 .

B sets upEp2 with theWaters CP-ABE Setup algorithm

from Gp2 and outputs {g2, g
a2
2 , e (g2, g2)

α2}, where

a2, α2 are in Zp2 . B randomly picks β ∈ ZN . Next,

B shows

ε = {G,GT ,N , g1g2, g
a1
1 , g

a2
2 (g1g2)

β , e(g1, g1)
α1 ,

e(g2, g2)
α2H12}

toA. Note thatB is the onewho knows p1, p2, p3, so it is

easy forB to generate required hash functions. Though

a1 is secret and different from a2, which comes fromZp1
and Zp2 respectively, g

a1
1 g

a2
2 can be treated as (g1g2)

a,

where a ∈ ZN from the Chinese remainder theorem. For

the same reason, e(g1, g1)
α1e(g2, g2)

α2 can be treated as

e(g1g2, g1g2)
α , where α ∈ ZN .

2) Phase 1: When B receives a key generation query for

attribute set S from A, B simply relays the query to

X and obtains SK p1 = {Kp1Lp1 , {Kx,p1}∀x∈S}. {Kx,p1}
implies H1(x)

t . B generates {Kp2 ,Lp2 , {Kx,p2}∀x∈S}
with the same algorithm. Again, B does not need to

know the secret X uses. Next, B replies A the secret

key SK as follows:

SK =
{

Kp1Kp2 ,Lp1Lp2 ,
{

Kx,p1Kx,p2
}

∀x∈S

}

3) Challenge: A outputs two messages M0,M1 with

access structure (M, ρ) toB.B directly relaysM0,M1

and (M, ρ) to X as the challenge and obtains

{M∗ · e (g1, g1)
α1s1 , g

s1
1 , g

a1 –λi
1 H1(ρ(i))

−s1 , i= 1 . . .l}

from X. M∗ ∈ {M0,M1} is chosen by X. B setups

a chameleon hash function CH and randomly picks

b0, b1 from {0, 1}, s2 from Zp2 . B also calculates

{–λ′1, . . . ,–λ
′
l}. Finally, B outputs C to A as follows:

C = {A0,A1,B,C1, . . . ,Cl,CH , t0, t1,V }

where

Ab0 = M∗ · e(g1, g1)
α1s1e(g2, g2)

α2s2 ,

A1−b0 = M∗ · e(g1, g1)
α1s1 ,

B = g
s1
1 · g

s2
2 ,

C i = g
a1 –λi
1 · g

a2 –λ
′
i

2 H1 (ρ (i))−s1H2 (ρ (i))−s2

∀i = 1 . . . l,

V = CH
(

M0, tb1
)

= CH
(

M1, t1−b1
)

.

Because of the Chinese remainder theorem,A will treat

C as a ciphertext that comes from secret s ∈ ZN . Here,

a chameleon hash function is used instead of a normal

hash function; however, to A, who has no trapdoor

for the chameleon hash function, the chameleon hash

function is just a normal one-way hash function.

4) Phase 2:A submits key generation queries toB andB

responds as shown in Phase 1.

5) Guess: Finally, adversary A outputs guess b′ to B and

B uses b′ to reply X.
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IfA achieves a non-negligible advantage against the deni-

able scheme from our construction,B can use the output ofA

to also achieve a non-negligible advantage against the Waters

ABE scheme in the CPA model.

Since Waters CP-ABE scheme is CPA-secure if the deci-

sional q-BDHE assumption holds, we can have the following

theorem.

Theorem 2: Our proposed CDP-ABE scheme is CPA

secure if the decisional q-BDHE assumption holds.

E. INDISTINGUISHABILITY PROOF

In this subsection, we prove that the output from the normal

set of algorithms should be indistinguishable from the output

from the deniable set of algorithms. We only focus on the

ciphertext indistinguishability. As for the user key, since the

opened key from the deniable user is generated from Key-

Gen, which is the same with the normal user, there is no

indistinguishability issue.

A ciphertext is composed by Ŵ, 1,H ,M. Since a

chameleon hash function is definitely a valid cryptographic

one-way hash function, we cannot use this as a point to

differentiate the kinds of ciphertexts. There is no difference

about the access matrixM. As for Ŵ and 1, t0,0, t0,1, t1,0, t1,1
are random strings (though two of them are generated from

the chameleon hash function, without the trapdoor they look

like two random strings.) and V1,V2 are hash values. A0,A1
are proved to be secure, which implies computationally indis-

tinguishable to a random element, and ̺0, ̺1 are the same

case. So the difference between a normal ciphertext and a

deniable ciphertext can be reduced to the problem of finding

the difference between the following two tuples:

C = {(g1g2)
s1 (g1g2)

s2 , {(g1g2)
a –λ
i H12(ρ(i))

−s2}}

and

C
′ =

{

(g1g3)
s1 , (g2g3)

s2 ,

{

(g2g3)
a –λi

(

H2

(

ρ
′(i)

)

H3 (ρ (i))
)−s2

}}

.

So if C and C’ are indistinguishable, the normal cipher-

text and the deniable ciphertext are indistinguishable, too.

We setup some intermediate tuples for the proof use as

follows.

C1 = {(g1g3)
s1 , (g1g2)

s2 , {(g1g2)
a –λiH12(ρ(i))

−s2}}

C2 = {(g1g3)
s1 , (g1g2)

s2 , {(g2g3)
a –λiH12(ρ(i))

−s2}}

Lemma 1: Under the general subgroup decision assump-

tion, C and C1 are computationally indistinguishable.

Proof: We suppose there exists PPT attacker A who

achieves a non-negligible advantage in distinguishingC from

C1. We can create PPT algorithmB that has a non-negligible

advantage against the general subgroup decision assumption.

B receives N = p1p2p3, g1g2T , where g1, g2 belong to

Gp1 ,Gp2 respectively.Bwants to know if T belongs toGp1,p2
or Gp1,p3 . B randomly picks αβa ∈ ZN and setups the

public information ε. H12(x) is defined as (g1g2)
h(x) where

h is a hash function mapping from a random string to ZN .

B publishes ε toA. When receiving the key queries fromA,

B simply runsKeyGen and replies the generated keys. Then

A sends an encryption challenge to B with an access struc-

ture A = {M, ρ}.B calculates {–λi} and returns the following
tuple:

C
∗ = {T , (g1g2)

s2 {(g1g2)
a –λiH12(ρ(i))

−s2}}

If T ∈ Gp1p2 , then C
∗ ∈ C; otherwise, C∗ ∈ C1.

If A has a non-negligible advantage over the tuple decision

problem,B can also have a non-negligible advantage over the

subgroup decision problem.

Next, we want to prove C1 and C2 are indistinguishable.

Lemma 2: Under the general subgroup decision assump-

tion, C1 and C2 are computationally indistinguishable.

Proof: We suppose there exists PPT attacker A who

achieves a non-negligible advantage in distinguishing C1

from C2. We can create PPT algorithm B that has a non-

negligible advantage against the general subgroup decision

assumption.

B receives N = p1p2p3, g1g2, g1g3,T , where g1, g2, g3
belong to Gp1 ,Gp2 ,Gp3 respectively. B wants to know if T

belongs to Gp1,p2 or Gp2,p3 . B randomly picks α, β, a ∈ ZN
and setups the public information ε. H12(x) is defined as

(g1g2)
h(x) where h is a hash function mapping from a random

string to ZN . B publishes ε to A. When receiving the key

queries from A, B simply runs KeyGen and replies the

generated keys. Then A sends an encryption challenge to B

with an access structureA = {M, ρ}.B returns the following

tuple:

C
∗ = {(g1g3)

s1 , (g1g2)
s2 {T aH12(ρ(i))

−s2}}

Note that {–λi} are not calculated since we assume that all

elements in {–λi} are equal. If T ∈ Gp1p2 , then C
∗ ∈ C1;

otherwise,C∗ ∈ C2. IfA has a non-negligible advantage over

the tuple decision problem,B can also have a non-negligible

advantage over the subgroup decision problem.

Finally, we want to prove C2 and C’ are indistinguishable.

Lemma 3: Under the general subgroup decision assump-

tion, C2 and C’ are computationally indistinguishable.

Proof: We suppose that there exists PPT attacker A

who achieves a non-negligible advantage in distinguishing

C2 from C’. We can create PPT algorithm B that has a non-

negligible advantage against the general subgroup decision

assumption.

B receives N = p1p2p3, g1g2, g1g3, g2g3,T , where

g1, g2, g3 belong to Gp1 ,Gp2 ,Gp3 respectively. B wants to

know if T belongs to Gp1,p2 or Gp2,p3 . B randomly picks

α, β, a ∈ ZN and setups the public information ε. H12(x) is

defined as (g1g2)
h(x) where h is a hash function mapping from

a random string to ZN . B publishes ε to A. When receiving

the key queries from A, B simply runs KeyGen and replies

the generated keys. ThenA sends an encryption challenge to

B with an access structure A = {M, ρ} and a cover access
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TABLE 1. The group order of each scheme.

structure A′ = {M′, ρ′}. Again, we assume that M = M
′. B

calculates {–λi} and returns the following tuple:

C
∗ = {(g1g3)

s1 ,T , {(g2g3)
a –λiT−h(ρ(i))}}

If T ∈ Gp1p2 , then C
∗ ∈ C2; otherwise, This construc-

tion implies that h(ρ(i)) ≡ h
(

ρ′(i)
)

modp3 and therefore,

C
∗ ∈ C ′. If A has a non-negligible advantage over the tuple

decision problem, B can also have a non-negligible advan-

tage over the subgroup decision problem.

According to the above lemmas, we can show that C and

C’ are indistinguishable. So we can derive the following

theorem.

Theorem 3: The normal ciphertext C and deniable

ciphertext C ′ in our proposed CDP-ABE scheme are

indistinguishable.

F. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Here we compare our construction with our CDP-ABE

scheme with Waters’ CP-ABE. The experiment environment

is an INTEL i7-7700 computer. The chameleon hash function

implementation follows [42]. Since we use the composite

order group to construct scheme, the required computational

time grows substantially. To solve this problem, we use

the simulation technique proposed by Lewko [43]. Lewko

formed a basis with some prime order group elements and

made each base orthogonal to each other. So each basis can

be treated as a composite order element. We implement our

scheme with both the composite order group and the prime

order group.

To our best of knowledge, there are no schemes which

can provides target and message deniability at the same

time. Therefore, we compare our scheme with some sim-

ilar CP-ABE schemes which can hide the access policy

from others. These schemes are called HCP-ABE. We com-

pare our schemes with Lai et al. [4], Wang and He [5] and

Zhang et al. [7]. We also compare our scheme with Chi’s

deniable CP-ABE scheme [14]. All these comparisons are

based on the bilinear composite order group.

We summarize their order in table 1. Each prime size is

512 bits in our implementation. The comparison results are

shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

From the comparison, we can find that the composite

order scheme is much slower than the prime order scheme,

as described above.

FIGURE 2. The encryption cost comparison with other schemes.

FIGURE 3. The decryption cost comparison with other schemes.

Our prime order simulation approach has the best per-

formance in both encryption and decryption among these

schemes. Moreover, our scheme provides the deniable access

policy feature which is not included in these schemes.

Although our CDP-ABE scheme is undoubtedly slower than

Waters scheme which is our base scheme, we believe that the

trade-off of our scheme is affordable.

VI. DISCUSSION: COVER ACCESS POLICY

GENERATION ISSUE

In our construction, we assume that the secret recovery pro-

cess is the same for the real access policy and the cover

access policy. That is, given A = {M, ρ} and A
′ = {M′, ρ′},

we assume that M = M
′. Though this requirement can be

satisfied by the appropriate cover policy generation and is not

impractical, we want to support arbitrary access policy in our

scheme.

To solve this issue, we apply NOP (no operation) instruc-

tion concept in assembly. NOP is a CPU instruction with

no function. It is often used in time alignment, memory

alignment, hazard prevention, etc.. Refer to NOP, we setup

many null attributes in our CDP-ABE system. All system

users have keys for these null attributes. So when two policies

have different secret composition, we can enlarge the smaller

policy to the larger policy size and fill the additional required
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attributes with null attributes. Since every member has these

null attribute keys, the target receiver group does not change.

For instance, suppose a real policy specifies that the

receiver needs three attributes (freshman, CS, scholarship)

while a plausible cover policy specifies that the receiver

needs two attributes (sophomore,EE), the sender can enlarge

the cover policy to the condition (sophomore, EE, NULL).

This modification does not affect the number of the cover

receivers. Undoubtedly, there can be many null attributes and

it is not difficult to align the cover policy with the real policy.

So in our scheme, we can say M = M
′ without losing

generalization.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a CDP-ABE scheme. Compared to

other CP-ABE schemes, CDP-ABE scheme makes a cipher-

text include more than one access policy, one is the real

policy and the other is the cover policy. We prove that the

ciphertext with only one access group is computationally

indistinguishable than the ciphertext with two access groups.

So the existence of the real receiver group can be hidden

under the receiver group.When being coerced, the sender can

simply claim that the ciphertext is for the cover receiver group

with proofs.

Our next step will focus on the issue of key management

in CDP-ABE. In our schemes, users are divided into two

groups; one group treats the scheme as a normal CP-ABE

scheme while the other group enjoys the benefit of hiding

receivers. The problem is the dynamic group member issue.

If a user belonging to the deniable service group leaves the

group, this member can know the real access policy of the

ciphertexts. To address the issue, we consider enhancing our

method by supporting a key management mechanism in the

deniable service group.
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